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The survey aims to figure out the aspects (technology, know-how, finance) which Japanese companies can 

contribute to in modernization of the old power plants, meeting the needs of the country, so that Japanese 

companies can participate in the projects. It also seeks to develop MRV and to promote public understanding in 

the country, which should lead to consensus building on BOCM between the governments. 

“Research to Find Possible Projects to Modernize Coal-fired Power Plants in Kazakhstan” 

(Studies for Project Exploration and Planning)   Proposed by：Asuka Green Investment Co., Ltd. 

Survey Items 

NEDO’s Feasibility Studies with the Aim of Developing a Bilateral Offset Credit Mechanism 

         Country：Republic of Kazakhstan Sector：Thermal power generation 

Survey in Summary 

 

①Trends of relevant policies    ⑥Finance scheme   

②Needs of coal-fired power generation    ⑦Capacity building  

③Appropriate Japanese technology 

④Selection of feasible projects   

⑤Development of MRV methodology      

○KSRIEC (Kazakh Scientific Research  

   Institute of Ecology and Climate):  

   Representatives of the local survey/ Kazakhstan 

○Asia Invest: Support in local survey/ Kazakhstan 

○Samruk Energo: Offer of possible project  

   sites/ Kazakhstan 

In the country where many old coal-fired power plants are operating, to introduce and popularize Japanese 
technology and know-how should lead to a resolution of energy problem and also to drastic emissions reduction. 

Reference scenario Emission reductions by project 

Estimated Reduction amount Reduction amount；30 million tCO2 until 2030 

65% of the all power plants have 
been operating over 20 years and 
30% over 30 years in the country.  
 
For the reason the generating 
efficiency of the coal-fired power 
generation is 28-32%, which is very 
low compared to 42-53% of the 
international BAT standard. 

According to the calculation by 
KSRIEC, in the case BAT technologies 
are introduced to all coal-fired power 
plants in the country until 2030,  30 
million tCO2 in total should be reduced 
by 2030 in the whole country. And 
emissions reduction per power plant is 
30-40%. 
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Summary of Introduced Technology 
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Explanation 

Example 

Coal-fired power plant modernization projects can be divided into two 

different types: 

 

A) Improvement of efficiency or rehabilitation through renewing 

equipment to high efficiency one 

B) Improvement of efficiency through replacing a turbine or boiler or 

a whole power plant system with high technology like SC or USC. 

 

Type A can be realized with rather small investment, but requires 

acquisition of O&M know-how and a change in the way of thinking by 

local staff for it. Therefore there is a need to establish a continual 

cooperative system. Type B can realize a drastic improvement of 

power generation efficiency with large investment, but requires not 

only financial resources but also high technological capability. 

 

Therefore most appropriate modernization projects should be selected, 

considering from many directions such as financial and technological 

capabilities as well as the local needs. 

A pilot survey of modernization of an existing coal-fired power plant 

shows that a drastic improvement of generation efficiency can be 

attained through rehabilitation of boilers and heat exchanges or  

replacement with high efficiency equipment. 

 －Efficiency of fuel consumption: about 18% improved 

 －CO2 emissions reduction: 0.3 million ton/year 

 －Cost of the project: 42 million USD 


